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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On March 2018, 13 people gathered at the Centennial
Public Library to imagine a new vision for Bells Corners.
This process is developed by Synapcity to help people
understand the power of coming together, discover a
shared connection to place, and inspire them to take
action to make their neighbourhoods even better. This
promotes CityMaking, empowering people to form bonds
by looking at community issues together.			
During the two facilitated sessions, participants
deliberated on potential barriers to CityMaking, and
how to promote a spirit of community engagement
throughout Bells Corners. Then, they came up with ideas
to make Bells Corners an even more vibrant place to live,
work and play.
Participants identified a civic apathy as an issue that
needs to be addressed. This can potentially be linked
to another concern that was flagged: the need for more
communication between people and institutions. They
then presented two ideas for creating a change in Bells
Corners, including changes to the built environment, and
repurposing what is already available to the community.
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CONTEXT

Bells Corners is situated in the College Ward, and is a
suburban community close to the Greenbelt. There are
some notable differences between East Bells Corners and
West Bells Corners, which may be due to the advanced
suburban developments in the West.
Participants showed some concerns about their
community’s built environment. While the City of
Ottawa’s 2014 Walkability average was 50%, it was 45% in
Bells Corners East, and 40% in Bells Corners West. The
City’s average for commuters who cycle to work is 2.5%,
whereas in Bells Corners East it’s 1%, and in the West it’s
0.6%.

“With regards to cycling infrastructure, it’s one of the
worst areas in the city,” said Trevor Haché, vice-president
of the Healthy Transportation Coalition. “We are dealing
with, in total, probably close to two-and-a-half to three
kilometres of fairly busy road, four lanes — two in each
direction — [and a] 60 kilometre-per-hour speed limit.”1

More recently, residents of Bells Corners have been in
the media for demanding safer cycling infrastructure and
lower speeds on their roads.

1

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/bells-corners-residents-take-cycling-safety-into-their-owns-hands-1.4756480

ME THODOLOGY

Bells Corners Talks was delivered in a two-part
workshop. These sessions were held on two evenings
to accommodate attendees who would normally be
unavailable during the day.
The first session was grounded in a vision exercise
that examined the community’s current reality. This
exercise provided a framework to help participants think
of creative ways to spark change in their community.
Participants also reflected on barriers to CityMaking in
Bells Corners.			
In the second session, Synapcity curated an activity that
built on the skills of participants and the ideas identified
in the first session. This activity grouped people together
based on two ‘How Might We’ questions, creating the
grounds for community projects.
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FINDINGS
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Barriers to CityMaking
CIVIC APATHY
It can be challenging to create a healthy civic culture.
Approximately 60% of eligible voters in College Ward
didn’t vote in the 2014 City of Ottawa Municipal Election.1
While this is not a significant difference to the City
average, participants were concerned about this lack of
political participation.
AGE DEMOGRAPHICS
In Bells Corners East, 26.6% are seniors, in comparison
to the 13.2% average in the City. 2In Bells Corners West,
this comes down to 11.4%. Some participants thought that
Bells Corners’ age demographic in the East contributed
to differences, and at times tensions, between political
viewpoints.
COMMUNICATION
Bells Corners has a community Facebook Page, and two
Community Associations - Lynwood Village CA in the East,
and Westcliffe CA in the West.
1

https://www.ottawainsights.ca/themes/security-and-belonging/municipal-politics/

2

All other stats taken from Ottawa Neighbourhood Study.

Participants concluded that more communication is
needed to foster a sense of community, including common
meeting places for diverse groups of people. This was
especially true for Bells Corners West, where there is a
higher percentage of people from non-European origins
compared to the City average. In addition, participants
agreed that civility is needed to address communityrelated issues andto ensure people feel safe and heard
when expressing their opinions on civic matters.
BUILT ENVIRONMENT
While the City of Ottawa’s 2014 Walkability average was
50%, it was 45% in Bells Corners East, and 40% in Bells
Corners West. Participants highlighted the importance
of accessibility the lack of sidewalks, especially in Bells
Corners West.
The City average for travelling to work via transit is 22.5%,
whereas it is 20.3% in Bells Corners West, and 16.1% in the
East. With only one main bus route, participants expressed
the needed for more access to public transit.

IDEAS

Vision for Bells Corners
•

Smaller homes

•

The renovation of existing facilities for use, instead of
building new ones.

•

The planting of trees along Robertson road, and
opening nice stores and cafes

•

Beautiful parks with plant life

•

More cultural festivals

•

An increased sense of safety

•

A harmonious community that shares political power

•

Affordable housing on repurposed parking lots

•

New elected representatives
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IDEAS

With the guidance of participants, Synapcity came up with two
‘How Might We’ questions to help shape ideas for the future. Two
questions were direct results from the vision exercise. 		

How Might We Repurpose Existing Facilities?
OPTIMIZE WHAT WE HAVE AND GET MORE OF WHAT WE WANT.
•

Satellite Community Health Services, as there are currently
non health centres in Bell’s Corners.

•

Community gardens, of which there are none in Bells Corners.

•

Sustainable funding streams.

•

More family programming and events.

•

Better public transit; as mentioned, at the moment, in the east,
16.1% use public transit in contrast to 22.5% in the city. In the
west, 20.3% use public transit.

•

Formal submission to support developments
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IDEAS

CATALOG WHAT WE HAVE.
•

The Seniors West Ottawa Community Centre

•

Nepean Creative Arts Centre

•

Bells Corners BIA

•

A Facebook page

•

Two Community Association Buildings

•

FAMSAC Food Cupboard

•

DA Moodie School

•

An underused rail-line (images to right)

•

Churches

ANALYSE & DETERMINE GAPS
•

Under-used open land

•

Under-used rail line
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IDEAS

WORK TO CLOSE THE GAPS
•

Community gardening in under-used open fields

•

Community orchard - apples, peaches, nuts, berrie

•

Re-purpose the under-used rail-line for commuters

•

West to downtown

•

Build a station

•

Letter to political candidates to get people more
civically engaged

•

Open a Boys and Girls club

•

Create a Bells Corners activity list, including food truck
rallies, Christmas tree lighting, artist open houses etc.
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IDEAS

How Might We Beautify Robertson Road?
“We have taken for granted the idea that our streets are
primarily zones for cars, parking, and the transporting
of goods. This has not been the case, however, throughout
most of history. Across many cultures and times – since the
beginning of civilization, in fact – the street has held vast
social, commercial, and political significance as a powerful
symbol of the public realm.” 1
•

Cleaning the area of any littering

•

Implementing safety measures for pedestrians and
cyclists

•

Having a Block party: “Not only do these activities create
more vibrant and social streets, but they also help to
make a place feel unique and unlike anywhere else giving it a feeling of “authenticity,” which is a crucial
ingredient for building place attachment.”2

•

Closing the strip for events such as a parade or antique
car shows

•

Using the Loblaws parking lot for festivals/events,
bringing diverse residents from both east and west
together

•

Purchasing flower pots

•

Opening a liquid gym for seniors

•

Moodie Station Cycling: “Residents in Bells Corners
installed makeshift bike lanes out of pylons Sunday to
demand safer cycling infrastructure and lower speeds
on roads in their community. Cyclists and pedestrians
say they’re frustrated with the conditions on Moodie
Drive south of Robertson Road and north of Seyton
Drive, which is where the pop-up lanes went up Sunday
morning.”3

1

https://www.pps.org/article/reimagining-our-streets-as-places-from-transit-routes-to-community-roots

2

https://www.pps.org/article/actions-streets-places-community-makes-happen

3

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/bells-corners-residents-take-cycling-safety-into-their-owns-hands-1.4756480

O B S E R V AT I O N S
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It is quite clear that there are two Bells Corners. An older Bells Corners with an ageing population, and a newer Bells
Corners that serves younger families as well as a more ethnoculturally diverse community.
We’ve observed that there is a population of people who commute to downtown Ottawa and another that commutes
to Kanata’s tech hub. Alongside the ageing population, Bells Corners is an area of the City that relies heavily on car
transportation. The percentages of people who commute to their workplace with an automobile are 67.1% and 65.9% in
Bells Corners East and West respectively. However, it was obvious that participants were hoping that Bells Corners would
provide more space for pedestrians and cyclists. The City of Ottawa is geographically large and begs the question: how can
a car-dependant suburban community be revitalized?
This is a question that is being asked throughout North America and there are many resources attempting to answer it.
A website that is useful for citizens, developers, businesses and municipal governments is BuildABetterBurb.org. They
“provide information and ideas on suburban planning and design to citizens who want to learn more about what’s possible
for their communities, developers who want keep up with news and trends, and municipal officials who want to implement
solutions in their jurisdictions.”

O B S E R V AT I O N S
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At Synapcity, we believe change happens simultaneously at the group-up and top-down. Citizens can take ownership of
the community they want to see while institutions provide the needed support to fill certain gaps. Healthy communication
between people and institutions will help foster the change that everybody wants: a thriving neighbourhood, community
and city.
The vision and ideas presented at the Bells Corners Talks highlighted the importance of that collaboration.
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ABOUT SYNAPCITY

Synapcity connects people and institutions to learn, connect, and
act for a better city.
As a community broker, we know that trusting relationships are
central to making change.
Civic engagement means more than voting,
or getting involved in public discourse –
it is also about participating in our own communities.
Our belief is that cities are more resilient and happier when they
are co-created – participatory CityMaking.
This is why we work with both people and institutions as equal
beneficiaries.

